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Reviewer's report:

This is an interesting and important study of the relevance of the non-identity problem to public policy debates.

The study shows that the problem, though of considerable interest to philosophers, may not be that important to the public and that other factors pertaining to ethical decisions may be.

This should give philosophers some pause.

Although population surveyed in this study is considerably biased in terms of educational level and lack of religiosity, the authors discuss this limitation.

My one suggestion for improvement if for the authors to better describe the methods they used to code the free-text responses.

Did two people independently code these responses? Did the coders disagree?

How were disagreements resolved? Was agreement assessed statistically?

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?  
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.  

I am able to assess the statistics  

Quality of written English  
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:  
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